The role of stem cells in fibrous dysplasia of bone and the Mccune-Albright syndrome.
Stem cells have become a major area of interest in the treatment of human disease, but more recently, stem cells have come to be appreciated as the cause of disease. Fibrous dysplasia of bone and the McCune-Albright Syndrome evolve from activating missense mutations in Gsalpha in pluripotent embryonic stem cells. The legacy of these mutations remains in a population of mutated multipotent post-natal skeletal stem cells ("mesenchymal" stem cells), which direct the formation of abnormal bone and a fibrotic marrow in fibrous dysplasia. Future therapeutic approaches for the treatment of fibrous dysplasia, the most significant component of the McCune-Albright Syndrome, will depend on a greater understanding of post-natal skeletal stem cell biology and how skeletal stem cells can be manipulated for efficient bone regeneration.